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ABSTRACT

An elevated convection initiation (CI) of a quasi-linear mesoscale convective system (MCS) that occurred

in a weak-lifting environment in the early morning on 23 June 2016 in central-eastern China was investigated

using observational analysis and convection-permitting numerical simulations. This MCS gradually de-

veloped into a surface-basedMCS and eventually produced a strong supercell that spawned anEF4 tornado in

Yancheng City of Jiangsu Province and killed 98 people. This elevated MCS was initiated ahead of a surface

front without identifiable boundaries at the surface.An elevatedmoist absolutely unstable layer (MAUL)was

found to be conducive to the CI. TheMAUL provided negligible convective inhibition and contributed to CI

without strong-lifting mechanisms. Numerical simulation results showed that the formation of the elevated

MAUL was mainly attributed to adiabatic cooling by weak vertical ascent and sufficient horizontal moisture

transport near the terminus of a low-level jet. The weak vertical ascent before the CI was sloping and was

likely to be relevant to the layer-lifting process associated with the realization of potential instability. The

results showed that the MAUL in this weak-lifting environment was characterized by a shallower depth, a

weaker lapse rate, and a longer sustaining period than the conditions in a strong-lifting environment. The

predictability of this elevated CI case was examined using a 10-member ensemble forecast. A total of 80% of

the ensemble members captured the CI. Rather than a difference in lifting, whether having an elevated

MAUL or not was the major difference between CI and non-CI members in the present case.

1. Introduction

Nocturnal mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) fre-

quently occur in many places in the world such as the

central United States (e.g., Maddox 1980; Carbone et al.

2002; Parker 2008) and central-eastern China (e.g.,

Zheng et al. 2013). These systems produce a consider-

able portion of the warm-season precipitation (e.g.,

Wallace 1975; Bentley and Mote 1998; Yu et al. 2007;

Chen et al. 2010) and pose a great threat to public safety

and property, with hailstorms, flooding, and even tor-

nadoes occurring (e.g., Wilson et al. 2018; Trier et al.

2006; Kis and Straka 2010). Nocturnal MCSs are often

associated with elevated convection initiation (CI) (e.g.,

Colman 1990; Weckwerth et al. 2004; Geerts et al. 2017;

Reif and Bluestein 2017), where the source of the con-

vective updraft originates above the stable nocturnal

planetary boundary layer (PBL). Unlike surface-based

CI, elevated CI often occurs without identifiable surface

boundaries (e.g., gust fronts and drylines) as precursors

(Wilson and Roberts 2006), presenting a great challenge

in the forecasting of CI and subsequent MCSs (Davis

et al. 2003).

Elevated CI mechanisms have been widely discussed

in previous studies. Wilson and Roberts (2006) showed

that midlevel convergence and conditional instability

were important in initiating nocturnal storms during
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revealed that gravity waves and bores in stable environ-

ments are also favorable lifting mechanisms for elevated

CI (e.g., Marsham et al. 2011;Wilson et al. 2018). Elevated

CI, which produces a considerable portion of nocturnal CI

(Reif and Bluestein 2017), can occur in an environment

with weak but persistentmesoscale ascent without obvious

small-scale lifting mechanisms (Trier et al. 2017).

Elevated CI in a weak-lifting environment is some-

times characterized by low-level moist absolute unstable

layers (MAULs; Bryan and Fritsch 2000), which are

saturated layers with lapse rates greater than moist

adiabatic rates (i.e., equivalent potential temperature ue
decreasing with height). AMAUL can support elevated

CI in the absence of strong vertical motion since all

parcels in the MAUL have negligible convective in-

hibition (CIN) and are unstable in response to slight

vertical displacement. Based on observations from the

Plains Elevated Convection at Night (PECAN) 2015

field campaign (Geerts et al. 2017), recent studies have

qualitatively shown that the formation of a MAUL asso-

ciated with elevated CI may be attributed to a nocturnal

low-level jet (LLJ; Gebauer et al. 2018; Shapiro et al.

2018), weak but persistent vertical motion (Trier et al.

2017), and warm advection (e.g., Reif and Bluestein 2017;

Wilson et al. 2018). However, the thermodynamic field

evolutions associated with the development of elevated

MAULs before CI and their quantitative contributions to

the formation of MAULs have been less studied. In ad-

dition, although the characteristics of MAULs in a strong-

lifting environment have been studied in deep convection,

such as those in typhoon eyewalls (Barnes 2008) and squall

lines (Bryan 2005), the temporal and spatial scales of a

MAUL in a weak-lifting environment have rarely been

addressed in the literature.

The predictability of elevated CI in a weak-lifting envi-

ronment is also an important issue considering the rather

limited prediction capability of state-of-the-art convection-

permitting numericalmodels (Stelten andGallus 2017). By

assimilating in situ and radar observations for a nocturnal

CI event, Degelia et al. (2018) noted that nocturnal CI

forecast accuracy is closely related to the mesoscale pre-

convective environment. The elevated MAUL in the

preconvective environment has been observed as a com-

mon feature that promotes elevated CI in the absence of

strong-lifting mechanisms (e.g., Trier et al. 2017). How-

ever, whether the elevated MAUL can ensure CI in a

weak-lifting environment remains unknown. The CI pre-

dictability and its relationship with the MAUL in this

scenario need to be further investigated.

The present work investigates the elevated CI of a

linear MCS in central-eastern China, where there is the

highest recorded rate of squall-line incidents in the

whole country (Meng et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2017;

He et al. 2017). The MCS was initiated at ;0530 LST

(LST 5 UTC 1 8h) 23 June 2016 above a nocturnal

stable boundary layer in a weak-lifting environment

near the terminus of anLLJ far from the surface front. This

linearMCS gradually developed into a surface-basedMCS

in the daytime and eventually generated an EF4 tornado

that killed 98 people, which was the deadliest tornado in

the past 41 years inChina (Meng et al. 2018). In the current

study, analyses were performed based on both observa-

tions and convection-permitting simulations to under-

stand the CI, the key factors for the development of

an elevated MAUL, and the characteristics of the

FIG. 1. (a) Mosaics of composite radar reflectivity (dBZ) at

0000 UTC 23 Jun in central-eastern China; the location of the

Fuyang radar is marked with a blue cross; the target MCS and the

provinces discussed in the text are shown on the map; the distance

length scale is given at the bottom left. (b) Synoptic environment

reflected by ECMWFHRES analysis at 0000UTC 23 Jun including

500-hPa geopotential height (contoured in blue every 40 gpm) and

850-hPa horizontal wind speed (shaded), 850-hPa wind vector

(barb 5 5m s21, half barb 5 2.5m s21), locations of the surface

front and surface high and low pressure (denoted by the front

symbols, ‘‘H’’ and ‘‘L’’); the red line indicates the location of the

linear convective system at 0000 UTC 23 Jun.
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MAUL in this weak-lifting environment. The CI pre-

dictability in this scenario and its relationship with the

MAUL were also addressed. Section 2 introduces data

and methods used in this study. An overview of the CI

environment and the evolution of the elevated linear

MCS are described in section 3. Section 4 presents the

model configurations, the simulated CI, and the forma-

tionmechanisms and characteristics of theMAUL in the

weak-lifting environment. The CI predictability in this

case and its relationship with the MAUL are also ex-

amined using ensemble forecasting. The conclusions of

this study are given in section 5.

2. Data and methods

The data used in this work included radar data, sat-

ellite images, high-resolution analysis (HRES) from

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF), surface observations, and conventional

radiosonde observations. Mosaics of composite radar

reflectivity were operationally created every 6min during

this event by the China Meteorological Administration

(CMA) based on a network of Chinese next-generation

weather radars. The Fuyang S-band Doppler radar,

which is similar to theWeather Surveillance Radar-1988

Doppler (WSR-88D) (Zhu and Zhu 2004), is located in

Anhui Province (locations of the radar and province are

denoted in Fig. 1a). Composite true-color images from the

AdvancedHimawari Imager (AHI) on boardHimawari-8,

the new-generation geostationary satellite operated by the

Meteorological Satellite Center of the Japan Meteorologi-

calAgency, were available every 10minwith a resolution of

1km at nadir. The HRES analysis fromECMWF (detailed

information is available online at https://www.ecmwf.int/en/

forecasts/datasets/set-i) is gridded at 0.125 8 3 0.1258 with a

6-h time interval and was used for synoptic analysis and

initial and lateral boundary conditions for numerical

simulations. The 10-min surface observations of auto-

matic weather stations in Anhui Province from Anhui

Meteorological Bureau and the rawinsonde observation

at Fuyang (location denoted in Fig. 2d) from CMAwere

also used to analyze the CI environment.

3. Case overview and observational analysis

A linear MCS occurred in Anhui Province in central-

eastern China in the early morning on 23 June 2016

under the influence of an LLJ ahead of a surface front

(Fig. 1). At 0000 UTC 23 June 2016, this southeast–

northwest-oriented linear MCS was located in the

FIG. 2. Composite reflectivity (shaded in dBZ) of the Fuyang radar at (a) 2131 UTC, (b) 2228 UTC, (c) 2257 UTC, and (d) 2354 UTC

22 Jun and (e) 0051 UTC and (f) 0148UTC 23 Jun. The location of the Fuyang radiosonde is given in (d). Initial convective cells discussed

in the text are circled in red in (a). Anhui and Jiangsu provinces (discussed in the text) are marked in (a) and (f). The time of local sunrise

was 2109 UTC (0509 LST).
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warm sector approximately 250 km to the south of

the northeast–southwest-oriented surface front (Fig. 1).

The synoptic-scale surface front was associated with a

;1000-km-long quasi-linear rainband to the northwest

of the target MCS (Fig. 1a). The MCS occurred near the

terminus of an 850-hPa strong southwesterly jet1 with-

out an obvious trough at 500 hPa (Fig. 1b).

Observations of the Fuyang radar revealed the de-

tailed initiation of the linear MCS. Several convective

cells were initiated (Fig. 2a) in the early morning at

2131 UTC 22 June (0531 LST) in the northwest of Anhui

Province. These cells then gradually merged into an or-

ganized linear MCS and intensified as they moved north-

eastward in the subsequent three hours (Figs. 2b–e). At

0148 UTC 23 June (Fig. 2f), the linear MCS moved into

JiangsuProvince, gradually developed into a surface-based

MCS and eventually spawned a strong supercell at

0600 UTC 23 June at its southern end, which led to a

severe tornado (EF4) in Jiangsu Province (Meng et al.

2018, in their Fig. 3 and Fig. 8).

The composite true-color satellite images from

Himawari-8 also successfully captured the CI. Unlike

common daytime CI in which cumulonimbus clouds

often explosively develop from shallow cumulus or less

cloudy conditions, the sky was overcast with stratiform

clouds at 2100 UTC 22 June (Fig. 3a) before the CI,

which was likely a result of saturation due to layer

lifting. At 2110 UTC 22 June, cumuliform protuber-

ances embedded in the stratiform cloud appeared in

a similar manner as the appearance of castellanus

(Fig. 3b), which was possibly associated with elevated

convection (Corfidi et al. 2008). These protuberances

FIG. 3. Composite true-color images from Himawari-8 at (a) 2100 UTC, (b) 2110 UTC, (c) 2120 UTC, and

(d) 2130 UTC 22 Jun. The linear-organized cumulus cloud cells are circled in red in (c) and (d).

1 10m s21 is taken as the threshold for jet region in the present

study following Whiteman et al. (1997) and Du et al. (2014).
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gradually developed into cumulus cloud cells organized

in a northwest–southeast-oriented line (Fig. 3c) and

eventually generated deep convection at 2130 UTC

22 June (Fig. 3d and Fig. 2a).

Both the surface observations and sounding profiles

near the CI location suggested that the initiation of

the linear MCS was likely elevated. In the warm sec-

tor to the south of the surface front, the near-surface

FIG. 4. Surface pressure (contoured in blue every 0.5 hPa), surface wind vector (barb 5 2m s21, half barb 5
1m s21), surface temperature (text in red), and surface dewpoint temperature (text in blue) at (a) 2050 UTC,

(b) 2110 UTC, (c) 2130 UTC, and (d) 2150 UTC 22 Jun. The shading denotes the composite reflectivity from the

Fuyang radar (dBZ). Time series of surface pressure at station I2570 (green) and I2571 (purple) with locations given

in (c) are shown in (e) with CI timingmarked on the lower time axis. The pressure trace of a gravity wave fromKoch

andO’Handley (1997) adapted from their Fig. 18e is also shown in (e) in red with corresponding time (UTC) shown

on the upper time axis for reference.
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environment was characterized by weak southeasterly

wind (;2m s21) and relatively uniform temperature and

humidity fields (Figs. 4a–d), which indicated the absence

of identifiable surface boundaries. Observational evi-

dences of gravity wave aiding CI in the current case were

lacking. No obvious wave-like surface pressure patterns

(Figs. 4a–d) were found near CI locations. The surface

pressure oscillations at stations near CI were also very

weak (Fig. 4e) compared with typical mesoscale gravity

waves (e.g., Koch and O’Handley 1997, the red curve in

Fig. 4e). No alternating bands of radial velocity from

Fuyang radar were found either at all elevation angles

during 2100–2200UTC 22 June (figures not shown). The

Fuyang radiosonde (location denoted in Fig. 2d) re-

leased at 0000 UTC 23 June (Fig. 5) could represent the

CI environment even though the CI occurred 150min

previously since the radiosonde was located upstream of

the convective line and was not contaminated by con-

vection. There was a temperature inversion near the

surface that was likely due to the radiative cooling at

night (Fig. 5a). This inversion resulted in a surface-based

CIN of 50 J kg21, and the parcel had to be lifted by

1284m to reach its LFC. However, the elevated moist

layer located between 850 and 600hPa reduced the CIN

for parcels lifted above the stable boundary layer. A

parcel lifted from 850hPa had a CIN of 11 J kg21 and a

CAPE of 1417 J kg21, which represented a favorable

environment for elevated CI (Fig. 5a). The hodograph

(Fig. 5b) revealed the LLJ at 850 hPa and the strong

vertical wind shear below 3km with the 0–3 km AGL

layer bulk wind difference of 9.69m s21, which were

beneficial for the development of an MCS.

4. Numerical simulation results

a. Model configurations

To understand the CI and its environmental conditions,

a 24-h convection-permitting numerical simulation was

conducted from 1200UTC 22 June to 1200UTC 23 June

FIG. 5. (a) Skew T–logp and (b) hodograph diagrams of the Fuyang radiosonde (the red cross in Fig. 2d) at

0000 UTC 23 Jun 2016. In (a), the ambient temperature and dewpoint are represented by the solid black and blue

lines, respectively; parcels that ascend undiluted from the surface and 850 hPa are shown by the solid and dashed

red lines, respectively; the wind profile is shown on the right side (barb 5 4m s21, half barb 5 2m s21, flag 5
20m s21). (b) The velocities at certain pressure levels (hPa) are marked in red circles in the hodograph. CAPE,

CIN, and LFC of parcels lifted from different levels are given on the left in (a).

FIG. 6. Terrain height (shaded; unit: m) and domains used for the

control simulation as well as ensemble forecasts.
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2016 using version 3.7.1 of the WRF-ARW Model

(Skamarock et al. 2008). Initial and lateral boundary

conditions were obtained from HRES analysis (gridded

at 0.1258 3 0.1258), and the lateral boundary conditions

were updated every 6h. Three two-way nested domains

(Fig. 6) with 27-, 9-, and 3-km horizontal grid spacing and

41 vertical levels were used. The single-moment 6-class

microphysics scheme (WSM6; Hong and Lim 2006), the

FIG. 7.Model-derived composite radar reflectivity (shaded in dBZ) in domain 3 (horizontal resolution of 3 km) of the control simulation

at (a) 2220 UTC, (b) 2240 UTC, (c) 2300 UTC, (d) 2320 UTC, and (e) 2340 UTC 22 Jun and (f) 0000 UTC 23 Jun. The simulated results

hereafter are all from domain 3 (horizontal resolution of 3 km). The weak echo discussed in the text is circled in red in (a). Black crosses in

(a) and (f) indicate locations of sounding profiles analyzed in Fig. 8. The area of radar observation in Fig. 2a is given as the gray box in (a).

FIG. 8. SkewT–logp diagrams of sounding derived from the control simulation at (a) 2220UTC 22 Jun at S1 (black cross

inFig. 7a) and (b) 0000UTC23 Jun at S2 (black cross inFig. 7f). The ambient temperature anddewpoint are represented by

the solid black and blue lines, respectively. In (a) S1, parcels that ascend undiluted from the surface and the base ofMAUL

are shown by the solid and dashed red lines, respectively; In (b) S2, parcels that ascend undiluted from the surface and

850hPaare shownby the solid anddashed red lines, respectively.Thewindprofile is shownon the right side (barb5 4ms21,

half barb5 2ms21, flag5 20ms21). CAPE, CIN, and LFC of parcels lifted from different levels are given on the left.
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Yonsei State University PBL scheme (YSU; Hong

et al. 2006), and the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model

(RRTM) longwave radiation scheme (Mlawer et al.

1997) were used for all three domains. The Grell–

Devenyi ensemble cumulus scheme (Grell and Devenyi

2002) was used for D01 and D02. No cumulus parame-

terization was used for D03. In addition, a 10-member

ensemble forecast was performed with the same physical

parameterization schemes and domains as the control

simulation. The ensemble was generated by adding

perturbations randomly sampled from the default back-

ground error covariance of ‘‘cv3’’ in the WRF three-

dimensional variational data assimilation system (3DVar;

Barker et al. 2004), similar to Meng and Zhang (2007,

2008a, b, 2011). The domain-averaged standard de-

viations of perturbed variables (0.56m s21 for u and y,

0.10 g kg21 for qy, 0.25K for T, and 11Pa for p0) were
much smaller than the observational uncertainties.

b. CI in the control simulation

The control simulation successfully captured the ini-

tiation of the linear MCS and the near-CI environment

with acceptable timing and location errors. Following

widely used CI definitions based on radar observations

(e.g., Kingsmill 1995; Weckwerth 2000; Roberts and

Rutledge 2003; Huang et al. 2017), in the current study,

CI was defined when radar echo first reached 35dBZ,

which then developed into a linearMCS.Aweak echo of

10 dBZ appeared at 2220 UTC 22 June (Fig. 7a) and

reached 35 dBZ at 2240 UTC (Fig. 7b), which repre-

sented the initiation of convection. Newly initiated

convective cells merged together as they moved north-

eastward (Figs. 7c–e) and gradually developed into a

northwest–southeast-oriented convective line (Fig. 7f)

similar to the observations (Fig. 2e). In addition, the

simulated sounding profile S2 (Fig. 8b, location denoted

FIG. 9. Divergence (shaded every 1024 s21; blue for convergence and red for divergence), CIN (contoured in

dashed blue every 50 J kg21), and horizontal wind vector (barb 5 5m s21, half barb 5 2.5m s21) at the bottom

model level, surface temperature (contoured in solid black every 18C), and 35-dBZ contour of composite radar

reflectivity (solid red) in the control simulation at (a) 2200 UTC, (b) 2220 UTC, (c) 2240 UTC, and (d) 2300 UTC

22 Jun. The first convective cell reaching 35 dBZ is denoted in (c) as CI. The location of S1 given in (b) is the same

as in Fig. 7a.
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in Fig. 7f) at 0000 UTC 23 June located upstream of the

linear MCS closely resembled the Fuyang sounding

(Fig. 5a). A prominent near-surface temperature in-

version and an elevated saturated layer (679–628 hPa)

were revealed by S2 in the simulation (Fig. 8b). The

surface-based CAPE at S2 was 1538 J kg21, and the in-

version near the surface resulted in a surface-based CIN

of 115 J kg21. Similar to the Fuyang sounding, the ele-

vated saturated layer greatly reduced the CIN of the

parcel lifted above the stable boundary layer (e.g.,

12 J kg21 at 850hPa). The CI timing in the control sim-

ulation was approximately 1 h later than that in the

observation, and the CI location was approximately

100km east of the observation. However, considering

the limitations of convection-permitting models in pre-

dicting the timing and location of pristine elevated CIs

shown by Stelten and Gallus (2017) and the similar

convection morphology between simulation and obser-

vation during the CI, we believe that this simulation can

reasonably be used to investigate CI mechanisms.

Similar to the observation, the simulated surface en-

vironment was unfavorable for surface-based CI. The

simulated CI occurred within the weak uniform south-

erlies, and the surface temperature gradient was rather

small before the CI (Figs. 9a,b). The magnitude of di-

vergence on the bottom model level was less than

1 3 1024 s21, which was much weaker than the conver-

gence in a surface-based CI environment [e.g., 5 3
1024 s21 in Su and Zhai (2017)], indicating the absence

of strong updrafts near the surface. Considering the

weak near-surface lifting and the surface-based CIN of

50–100Jkg21 that resulted from the temperature inversion

near the surface, the convection could hardly originate

from the surface. Because of the diurnal variation and

FIG. 10. Relative humidity (shaded every 5%), 0.5 J kg21 CIN (contoured in white), horizontal wind vector

(barb5 5m s21, half barb5 2.5m s21), and potential temperature (contoured in dash black every 0.5K) at 2.0 km

AGL and the 35-dBZ contour (solid red) of composite radar reflectivity (solid red) in the control simulation at

(a) 2200 UTC, (b) 2220 UTC, (c) 2240 UTC, and (d) 2300 UTC 22 Jun. The location of S1 is the same as in Fig. 7a,

and the cross section in Fig. 11a and Fig. 13 is given in (b). The red box denotes the area used for diagnosing the

area-averaged transport of water vapor mixing ratio and potential temperature in Fig. 14.
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the weakened temperature inversion, CIN reduced

slightly at 2240 UTC 22 June (Fig. 9c, CI timing) but was

still ;50Jkg21. Surface cold pools are often associated

with surface-based convection initiation (Weckwerth and

Parsons 2006), but in the present case, no strong cold pool

was observed near the surface even 20min after the CI

(Fig. 9d). All the evidences suggested that the initiation

in this case was elevated.

The simulated sounding at the CI location 20min before

the CI (S1 at 2220 UTC denoted in Fig. 7a) revealed a

MAUL with a depth of 30hPa (between 809 and 778hPa,

;2.0km AGL) and a lapse rate of 6.4Kkm21 (Fig. 8a),

which was greater than the moist adiabatic lapse rate. The

vertical velocity averaged within the MAUL over the

red box denoted in Fig. 10a was 2.60 cm s21, which was

broadly consistent with the weak vertical motion of 23

to 210mb s21 at low levels observed in Trier et al.

(2017). In S1, the parcel lifted from the base of the

MAUL (809hPa) had a CAPE of 748 J kg 21 and an

approximately negligible CIN (Fig. 8a). Based on parcel

theory, this indicates that weak and even imperceptible

updrafts within the MAUL could overcome the CIN and

release the conditional instability. At the altitude of the

MAUL (;2.0kmAGL), there was a northwest–southeast-

oriented nearly saturated (relative humidity greater than

95%) band at 2200 UTC 22 June perpendicular to the

strong low-level southwesterly winds (Fig. 10a). This

elevated nearly saturated band resulted in a narrow area

with negligible CIN (magnitude smaller than 0.5 J kg21,

white contour) with a length of ;150km. The elevated

nearly saturated band expanded at 2220 UTC, which led

to a wider area with negligible CIN (Fig. 10b). Several

convective cells were initiated in this area at 2240 UTC

(Fig. 10c), and the associated nearly saturated band

gradually broke up due to the condensation from the

convection (Fig. 10d).

Back trajectories of parcels released from the location

of the first 10-dBZ echo at 2220 UTC at altitudes between

0.3 and 2.3km AGL were computed for 4h using the

5-min-resolutionmodel output from the control simulation

(Fig. 11). Trajectories above ;1km AGL were charac-

terized as having sloping mesoscale ascent, whereas there

was no obvious lifting in near-surface trajectories, which

reconfirmed that the convection did not originate from the

surface. Moreover, the horizontal distribution of the tra-

jectories revealed that the southwesterly winds were

mainly above ;1km AGL, while the near-surface trajec-

tories were more southerly, which was corroborated by

the observation (Fig. 1b and Fig. 4a).

The difference between 1–2.3 km AGL and 0.3–1km

AGL trajectories (Fig. 11a) resulted in distinct evolu-

tions of the diagnostic variables along the trajectories.

CIN along the trajectories above 1 km AGL gradually

decreased to negligible values as the CI was approached,

FIG. 11. (a) Vertical distributions of 4-h back trajectories of parcels released from the 10-dBZ radar echo at

2220 UTC 22 Jun with different heights (0.3–2.3 km AGL; colors correspond to different heights as shown in

the top-right box) along the plane of the cross section in Fig. 10b; also shown are potential instability (›ue/›z,

shaded every 2 K km21), model-derived composite radar reflectivity (contoured in green at 5-dBZ intervals),

and horizontal wind speed along the plane of the cross section (contoured in solid black every 1 m s21) at

2220 UTC 22 Jun. (b) Horizontal distributions of the same parcel trajectories as in (a); also shown are

relative humidity (shaded at 5% intervals), model-derived composite radar reflectivity (contoured in red at

5-dBZ intervals), and potential temperature (contoured in black dashes every 0.5 K) at 2.0 km AGL at

2220 UTC 22 Jun.
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while the CIN along near-surface trajectories only slightly

decreased (Fig. 12a). For example, the CIN along the

1.7-km trajectory decreased from 30Jkg21 to approxi-

mately 0 Jkg21 during the 4h before CI, which suggests

the formation of an elevated MAUL; however, the CIN

along the 0.3-km AGL trajectory decreased only from 60

to 50Jkg21 (Fig. 12a). The increase in relative humidity

was broadly consistent with the decrease in CIN. During

2020–2220 UTC, the relative humidity along trajectories

between 1.2–2.3km AGL rapidly increased to near satu-

ration (over 90%),while the near-surface relative humidity

slightly increased but remained unsaturated (Fig. 12b).

During the 4h prior to CI, CAPE along most trajectories

slightly increased (Fig. 12c), indicating the relatively steady

conditional instability before CI.

Notably, although the mesoscale vertical motion

generally increased with height (Fig. 12d), the vertical

velocity along trajectories did not vary monotonically

with time as did other diagnostic variables. The vertical

velocity varied between 22 and 10cms21 without identi-

fiable patterns, which indicated that the updraft underwent

no regular change as initial convection was approached

(before 2200 UTC). Without obvious lifting mechanisms,

CI seemed to be more dependent on the thermodynamic

field that was becoming increasingly conducive to CI.

Given sufficient conditional instability, CI could be largely

dependent on the formation of the elevated MAUL.

c. Formation mechanisms and characteristics
of MAUL

The formation of the elevated MAUL was further

examined on a vertical cross section taken along the low-

level southwesterly winds perpendicular to the linear

MCS (cross-sectional path shown in Fig. 10b). The

horizontal wind speed field along the cross section

featured a typical LLJ structure (Fig. 13a). There was

cooling of ;20.6K between 2 and 3km AGL, possibly

related to the weak lifting (vertical velocity of ;5cms21)

near the terminus of the LLJ. The cooling increased and

extended both upward and downward as the LLJ be-

tween 2 and 3kmAGL intensified (Fig. 13b). Moreover,

the high-moisture area signified by the surge of the

equivalent potential temperature ue near 2.0 km AGL

was also gradually moving northeastward (Figs. 13c,d).

FIG. 12. (a) CIN (J kg21), (b) relative humidity (%), (c) CAPE (J kg21), and (d) vertical velocity (cm s21) along

the color-coded trajectories plotted in Fig. 11a. The black dashed line indicates the time (2200 UTC 22 Jun) when

the first 5-dBZ echo appeared.
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FIG. 13. Vertical cross sections along the SW–NE transect in Fig. 10b of (top) temperature perturbation

(shaded at 0.2-K intervals), model-derived radar reflectivity (contoured in green at 5-dBZ intervals), horizontal

wind speed along the plane of the cross section (contoured in solid black every 1ms21), and circulation vectors in

the plane of the cross section at (a) 2100 UTC and (b) 2220UTC 22 Jun; the reference state used to compute the

temperature perturbation has the same lapse rate (0.0065Km21 below 11km) as theU.S. StandardAtmosphere

and a sea level temperature of 301K from this current case. (middle) The relative humidity (shaded at 5%

intervals), model-derived radar reflectivity (contoured in green at 5-dBZ intervals), equivalent potential tem-

perature (contoured in red every 2K), and circulation vectors in the planeof the cross section at (c) 2100UTCand

(d) 2220 UTC 22 Jun. (bottom) The potential instability (›ue/›z, shaded every 2Kkm21), model-derived radar

reflectivity (contoured in green at 5-dBZ intervals), cloudwatermixing ratio (0.01 gkg21 contour in solid brown),

horizontal wind speed along the plane of the cross section (contoured in solid black every 1ms21), and circulation

vectors in the plane of the cross section at (e) 2100UTCand (f) 2220UTC22 Jun. The reference vector is given at

the bottom right and denotes a horizontal velocity of 10ms21 and a vertical velocity of 10 cms21. The jet axes of

the LLJ mentioned in the text are qualitatively denoted by the bold black dashed lines in (a) and (b).
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The saturated2 layer located in the potential unstable

environment (Figs. 13e,f) indicated the existence of the

elevated MAUL, especially when the initial convection

was still absent (at 2100UTC in Fig. 13e). This suggested

that the elevated MAUL in the current case was an

important precondition for initial convection rather

than simply the result of the convection. Both the

cooling and the moisture surge near the terminus of the

LLJ contributed to the formation of MAUL, and con-

vective cells were eventually generated in the elevated

MAUL (Figs. 13b,d).

The contributions to the formation of the elevated

MAUL from the budget of thermodynamic variables

were quantitatively diagnosed by using equations of

potential temperature and water vapor mixing ratio:

›u

›t
52V � =

h
u2w

›u

›z
1D

u
, (1)

›q
y

›t
52V � =

h
q
y
2w

›q
y

›z
1D

qy
, (2)

where Du and Dqy are the diabatic forcing terms of po-

tential temperature and water vapor mixing ratio, re-

spectively. All terms in the equations were averaged

horizontally over the domain indicated by the red box in

Fig. 10a and vertically over model levels within the

MAUL shown in Fig. 8a. Since the magnitude of the

adiabatic term (sum of horizontal and vertical transport)

was much larger than the diabatic term in both equa-

tions (Fig. 14), the thermodynamic process was nearly

adiabatic in most of the time prior to CI (e.g., from 2120

to 2200 UTC). During the 1-h period before the first

10-dBZ echo appeared (2120–2220 UTC), there was a

potential temperature decrease of 0.47K (not shown),

a water vapor increase of 0.47 g kg21 (not shown)

and a relative humidity increase from 92% to 97.5%

(Fig. 14b). During 2120–2140 UTC, horizontal advec-

tion of potential temperature was the main contributor

to the local cooling, while the vertical transport of po-

tential temperature became stronger than the horizontal

advection of potential temperature after 2140 UTC as

the layer became saturated (Fig. 14a). In the local

change of moisture (Fig. 14b), the horizontal advection

of water vapor outweighed the vertical transport most of

the time (until 2200 UTC), during which the relative

humidity rapidly increased, which indicated that the

local moisture accumulation was mainly contributed by

the horizontal moisture transport from upstream. This

result was somewhat different from cases in the U.S.

plains (Trier et al. 2014) where the vertical moisture

transport is typically more important in reducing nega-

tive buoyancy in the near inflow to convection than the

horizontal moisture transport. During themei-yu season

in central-eastern China from mid-June to mid-July, the

southwesterly LLJ often appears on the northwest edge

of the subtropical high over the northwest Pacific Ocean

(Tao and Chen 1987), transporting rich moisture mainly

horizontally from the South China Sea or the East China

Sea. It likely contains more moisture than the summer-

time LLJ air in theU.S. plains originating in a hotter and

drier region which makes the U.S. cases require greater

upward moisture transport to create a MAUL. To sum-

marize, the adiabatic cooling from theweak vertical ascent

FIG. 14. (a) Evolution of the area-averaged horizontal advection

(2V � =hu, solid blue), vertical transport [2w(›u/›z), solid red],

diabatic term (Du, solid orange), and adiabatic term [2V � =hu2
w(›u/›z), solid black] of potential temperature within the subsequent

MAUL (unit: 1025 K s21) on 22 Jun. (b) As in (a), but for the water

vapor mixing ratio (unit: 1024 g kg21 s21). The evolution of the

area-averaged relative humidity within the subsequent MAUL

is also plotted as the dashed green line in (b). The area used for

averaging is denoted as the red box in Fig. 10a.

2 Following the metrics in Bryan and Fritsch (2000), a grid point

is considered saturated if the cloud water mixing ratio exceeds

0.01 g kg21.
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and the horizontal moisture transport mainly contrib-

uted to the formation of the elevated saturated layer in

the current case.

Near the CI location, the layer between 1–2km AGL

was potentially unstable (›ue/›z, 0, Figs. 13e,f). The weak

ascent within the layer was likely to facilitate the re-

alization of the potential instability and eventually led to

the formation of MAUL. The layer-lifting process related

to the release of potential instability was also corroborated

with the shallow stratiform clouds before CI observed in

satellite images (Fig. 3). Moreover, the moist static un-

stable environment near CI (Figs. 13e,f) suggested that

gravity waves or bores might not be lifting mechanisms.

Characteristics of the simulated MAUL in the weak-

lifting environment of the present casewere quite different

from those in deep and intense updraft. Figure 15a displays

the horizontal distribution of the MAUL (a saturated3

layer within which ue decreases with height). At 2200UTC

on 2km AGL, the MAUL extended horizontally for

approximately 200 km in length and 50km in width, with

the same northwest–southeast orientation as the con-

vective line that developed downstream later. The hor-

izontal width of 50 km was comparable to that of the

MAUL examined near the gust front induced by a squall

line (Bryan and Fritsch 2000). However, the vertical

scale of theMAUL in this weak-lifting environment was

quite different. Figure 15b reveals the vertical thermo-

dynamic conditions as the MAUL passed the grid point

upstream of the CI location (the location of the grid

point is denoted in Fig. 15a). The grid point was chosen

upstream of the CI location to avoid the influence of

strong updrafts associated with deep convection. The

vertical distribution of ›ue/›z reconfirmed the existence

of the potential unstable layer above 1km AGL and the

MAUL located between 2 and 3km AGL. The MAUL

depth of 1 km was much shallower than the MAUL

depth in a strong-lifting environment, which is generally

;3 km (Bryan and Fritsch 2000). Moreover, the

lapse rate of temperature within the MAUL was 24

to 26Kkm21 (not shown) and was weaker than the

lapse rate of25 to28Kkm21 near the gust front (Bryan

and Fritsch 2000). With regard to the temporal scale, the

MAUL persisted for nearly 80min from 2150 to

2310 UTC on an individual grid (Fig. 15b), which was

longer than the duration of 30–45min in a strong-lifting

environment (Bryan andFritsch 2000). In the early stage of

the MAUL, there was weak vertical ascent (0–5cms21)

within the MAUL, which might lead to the lifting of the

saturated layer during 2220–2230 UTC. Subsequently, the

vertical ascent became weaker and, as a result, theMAUL

began toweakenwith a smallermagnitude of the lapse rate

of ue and eventually collapsed at 2310 UTC.

It is interesting that the MAUL could be sustained

even without strong mesoscale ascent, which has been

considered an essential factor in the maintenance of

MAULs. Two factors were favorable for sustaining

the MAUL in the present case. One is the sufficient

FIG. 15. Temporal and spatial scale of the simulated MAUL. (a) Potential instability (›ue/›z, shaded every

2K km21), cloud water mixing ratio (0.01 g kg21 contour in solid brown), and horizontal wind vector (barb 5
5m s21, half barb5 2.5m s21) at 2 kmAGLat 2200UTC 22 Jun. TheCI location (first 35-dBZ echo at 2240UTC 22

Jun) is denoted by the green cross. (b) Time series of vertical conditions at the grid point denoted by the brown cross

in (a), potential instability (›ue/›z, shaded every 2K km21), cloud water mixing ratio (0.01 g kg21 contour in solid

brown), and 20-min-averaged vertical velocity (contoured in solid black for positive and negative in black dashes

every 0.05m s21). The CI timing (2240 UTC 22 Jun) is marked in black dashes in (b).

3 Following the metrics in Bryan and Fritsch (2000), a grid point

is considered saturated if the cloud water mixing ratio exceeds

0.01 g kg21.
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horizontalmoisture transport associatedwith theLLJ. The

other is the small depth of the MAUL; a MAUL can be

sustained only when the environmental mesoscale ascent

generates instability faster than it can be removed by

convective overturning as a result of buoyancy-driven ve-

locity (Bryan and Fritsch 2000). Deeper MAULs, which

induce a stronger buoyancy-driven vertical velocity, re-

quire stronger environmental vertical ascents to keep the

MAULs from being destroyed (Barnes 2008). This be-

havior suggests that when the MAUL depth is shallow,

weak vertical ascent will be sufficient to balance the

buoyancy-driven vertical velocity and sustain the MAUL.

d. CI predictability

To understand the predictability of the elevated CI in

the weak-lifting environment, the variability of CI tim-

ing and location in a 10-member ensemble forecast was

examined. Similar to the CI definition mentioned in

section 4b, for each ensemble member the CI timing for

the target MCS was defined as the time when the radar

echo first reached 35dBZ, which then developed into a

contiguous or quasi-contiguous band of over 40-dBZ

reflectivity with a northwest–southeast orientation and a

length of at least 50 km before 0130 UTC 23 June in the

area of interest (the area of Fig. 16). The CI was re-

produced in 8 out of 10 ensemble members (members

01, 02, 04, 06, 07, 08, 09, and 10), which indicated the high

predictability (80%) of CI in this case (Fig. 16). There

was considerable variability in the timing and location

of CI members. Including the control simulation, the

CI timing ranged from 1930 UTC (member 10) to

2300 UTC (member 01), with a median of CI timing at

2220 UTC, and the CI location uncertainty was gener-

ally within ;100 km.

Whether having an elevated MAUL or not was the

major difference between CI and non-CI members. At

20min before CI timing, all CI members exhibited an

elevated MAUL at 2km AGL (Figs. 17a,b,d,f–j). The

MAULs in CI members generally had a depth of 1 km,

similar to the control simulation, and persisted for

40–120min on individual grids (not shown). These

shallow but long-lasting MAULs in CI members were

FIG. 16. (a)–(j) Model-derived (d03) composite radar reflectivity (shaded in dBZ) of the 10 ensemble members. CI members (red label)

are plotted at respective CI timing, and non-CI members (blue label) are plotted at 2220 UTC 22 Jun for comparison.
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vastly important since CI could possibly occur at any lo-

cation within the MAUL during its lifetime. In contrast,

all of the non-CI ensemble members failed to produce

MAULs (Figs. 17c and 17e). This finding supported the

possibility that CI could be mainly determined by the

existence of a MAUL. Strong finescale dynamic lifting

may not be necessary in this elevated CI event. A com-

parison between typical CI members (members 02 and

08) with similar CI timing and non-CI members (member

03 and 05) (Fig. 18) showed that no obvious difference of

vertical velocity in the general weak-lifting environment

over the exit region of LLJ (approximately 1–3km AGL,

50–170km in southwest–northeast distance) could be iden-

tified to distinguish CI members from non-CI members.

5. Summary

This study investigated an elevated CI event in

central-eastern China in the early morning on 23 June

2016. The CI occurred near the terminus of an LLJ in a

weak-lifting environment far from a surface front. This

elevated CI resulted in a linear MCS that gradually de-

veloped into a surface-based MCS and spawned an in-

tensive supercell in the afternoon, which produced a

severe EF4 tornado that killed 98 people.

Both observations and simulations suggested that this

CI event was elevated and that the MAUL greatly fa-

cilitated CI by providing approximately negligible CIN.

Surface observations and the sounding environment

showed that there was no obvious surface boundary near

CI locations and that the near-surface CIN was larger

than that at ;2 km above the ground due to the near-

surface temperature inversion at night and an elevated

nearly saturated layer (MAUL). Back-trajectory anal-

ysis based on numerical simulation demonstrated the

sloping ascent path before the onset of CI and re-

confirmed that the convective updraft did not originate

from the surface and the existence of weak vertical

FIG. 17. (a)–(j) Distribution of elevated saturated area 20min before CI including relative humidity (shaded every 5%), horizontal wind

vector (barb 5 5m s21, half barb 5 2.5m s21), potential instability (›ue/›z, contoured in solid black every 2 K km21), and cloud water

mixing ratio (solid white, contours of 0.01 g kg21) at 2.0 km AGL in 10 ensemble members. The solid black lines in (b), (c), (e), and

(h) indicate the SW–NE path of the cross section in Fig. 18. The CI locations shown in Fig. 16 are marked as red crosses.
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ascent before the elevatedCI.Along the parcel trajectories

at low levels, CIN gradually decreased to negligible values

and relative humidity increased nearly to saturation, which

led to the formation of the elevatedMAUL.However, the

vertical velocity did not increase monotonically with time

as CI was approached; rather, it was quite weak (lower

than 12cms21) and oscillated without an identifiable pat-

tern. This condition suggested that the CI was more likely

determined by the formation of the elevated MAUL than

by the evolution of vertical velocity.

The formation mechanisms and characteristics of the

MAUL in this case were investigated using numerical

simulations. The elevated saturation was promoted by

moisture surge and cooling near the LLJ terminus.

Specifically, the increase in moisture was mainly con-

tributed by horizontal moisture transport associated

with the LLJ, while the cooling was mainly from adi-

abatic cooling associated with weak vertical motion

rather than horizontal transport of potential tempera-

ture. Compared with MAULs in strong-lifting envi-

ronments, the simulated MAUL in this weak-lifting

environment had a shallower depth of 1 km, a much

weaker vertical ascent of 0–5 cm s21, a weaker lapse rate

of temperature of24 to26Kkm21, and a longer duration

of 80min. The shallow depth of the MAUL and the

sufficient horizontal moisture transport were substantial

factors in sustaining the MAUL in the weak-lifting

environment.

The predictability of this elevated CI in the weak-

lifting environment was investigated using a 10-member

ensemble forecast with an ensemble spread much smaller

than the observational error. The probability of CI was

FIG. 18. Vertical cross sections along the SW–NE transect of typical CI and non-CI members in Figs. 17b, 17c,

17e, and 17h, including relative humidity (shaded every 5%), horizontal wind speed along the plane of the cross

section (contoured in solid black every 2ms21), and 20-min-averaged vertical velocity [contoured in blue with positive

(.2 cm s21) in solid lines and negative (, 22 cm s21) in dashes every 4 cm s21] in (a) member 02 at 2210 UTC 22 Jun,

(b) member 03 at 2200 UTC 22 Jun, (c) member 08 at 2200 UTC 22 Jun, and (d) member 05 at 2200 UTC 22 Jun.
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approximately 80%. The elevated MAUL, which was

generally long lasting, was possibly a decisive condition

for the CI in this event.
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